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This pamphlet. contains the speeches of Earl Browder to tl 
Constituent Convention of the Communist Political -Asso( 
ation, held in New York City, May 20-22, 1944. 
'Remarks introducing the motion to dissolve the 
a Communist Party 
ON JAN 11 the National .Committee of the Communistl ' 
. . Party in the interest of national unity and to enable 
. the communists to function most effectively in the changed 
, political conditions and to make still greater contributions 
towaid winning' the war and securing a durable peace, recom- 
mended that the American C~mmunists should renounce the 
aim of partisan advancement and the party form' an organiza- 
tion. This proposal has been unanimously endorsed by all the 
State and District Conventions which elected delegates to this 
National Convention. 
. . I't therefoie seems most, Btting. that this Convention shall 
iihmediately confirm the actions of the State and District 
Conventions by declaring the Communist Party dissolved, 
clearing the way for the delegates assembled here, if theyYm 
- determine, to re-assemble in a new constitutional Conven- 
- 'tion 'to found such a ne'w non-party organization as they may 
Knd' advisable. - 
With that purpose, I propose in the name of the ~ a t i o h a l -  
.Committee and in cbnsultation with the most important 
delegations in this Convention, the adoption of the following 
motion: 
"I hereby move that the Communist Party of America be 
and hereby is dissolved and that a committee of three con- 
-. sis ting of the Chairwn, Secretary and Assistant Secretary of' 
the Party, be authorized to takejall necessary steps to liquidate 
its affairs and that such committee be further authorized to* 
dispose of all its property and to turn over any surplus that 
.may remain to any organization or organizations that in their 
- opinion are devoted to our country's winning of the  war in 
\- which it is presently engaged and fn the achieving of a dur- 
able peace." . \ 
-I move *the adoption of this plotion; 
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The report that I have to present to you today will be brief. 
This is possPble because the basic political line which I must 
put forward has already been debated and adopted in the 
State Convendorig 
We will concentrate our attentior. upon those key points 
of the great discussion that has gone on for the past three 
months since our January National Committee meeting, tak- 
ing that January 'meeting as the3political foundation, and as 
we go along, deepen a point here and there. Fundamentally 
there is nothing new on the political line to say to this Con- 
vention and for further expansion of discussions of the central 
political problems, I will not utilize this report but will take 
advantage of the fact that my new book, titled Teheran-Our 
Path in War and Peace, will soon be off the press and we will 
present an advance copy of the book to each delegate to the 
Convention. 
Teheran 
Roosevelt, Churchill and Stalin, meeting in Teheran 
last December, shaped and confinned the common policy 
of the great alliance leading the United Nations. This cam- 
man policy is to work together in the war and in the peace 
that will follow; complete agreement on the scope and timing 
of military operations froni east, west and south, to guarantee 
victory; to make a peace which will command good will from 
the overwhelming masses of the peoples, and banish the 
scourge of war for many generations; to establish a world 
family of democratic nations. 
Hitler's New Year speech laid down the Axis antithesis to 
Teheran. No longer attempting to deny that the Anglo-Soviet- 
American alliance holds the power to destroy him and his 
works, Hitler told the world that the alliance cannot hold 
together; that his defeat will result in a social and economic 
catastrophe of unimaginable scope, followed by a new war 
either between Britain and America or between the two and 
the Soviet Union. 
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. h e r i c a  &e. world must ch-wse between; ,Teheran .and - '  
EWler. Only .the firm, energetic, ,unhesitating unfoldme~t .o$- ' 
ehe Teheran.prqram in action by all parties to. it can deieat . -
and cancel ' the threats and of Hitler., . E y ~ y  one 
who casts. doubt upon Teherv, .pr,a3weakens &,I.@xecutioi,in 
any ,way; is ~ 6 r k i n g  fur Hitler, whether he knows it' or not. 
- .  
I have. full confidendi that  he dompleti! agrtxmbnt: of 
Teheran will be executehIt is ~bvious l~  .esseritial t6 the na- 
tional interest of ea;cfi - of the ,contracting great .pow%?a. The 
key question- of -tIie. opcdng of the Western , Front can - no 
, longer be considered by snyone'as a question 6f "helping the 
Saviet ~ n i o n . " ' ~ o d a ~  it. is dearly a supreme necessity to help 
: + 4 * ,  ourselves. - .' i 
It- is an elementary fact of life that. the character of the 
post-war world will be largely influenced by those .who win 
the war on the battlefield. Theqwstion of full coalition war- 
fare has become, for the Soviet Union, a question of shorten- 
. iagthe war. For Britain- and America it 3 still a questhn '@f 
winning . the war. Therefom! the ' ~ n ~ l o - h n  powers :have 
reasons fully as urgent as those - of tki - Soviet Union' for press- 
* ing the . Teheran-progtarn . to complete afid early $ulfi1.fiment, - 
. i .. 8 4. - ,  
~rnerichh, Opponents of bheran. - - 
-. . . .  . , ,  . , . I .  I 
The concdrd of Teherqn does not: aut&qtidlY .. ... e,&~.te 
.itself,. It does not relieve. .us of our worries and tasks. O$ the 
contrary, it demands a ~ax imnm of niti*nional a6d indifidizl 
effort, mateidly and inte~ectually, to realize it. ~ e h e r k i  h& 
many enemies to: ovgrcome, America. 
Tehman. .demands firm unity with our allies. Every one in 
America who holds some special idea and interest higher -&an 
the consideration oflsuch unity is an enemy of ~ e ~ & q n . '  . 
Teheran requires the full unity of all democratic :f&es 
within each country.. Everyone in America who wan& .to ex- 
clude one or another group or category from such national .. 
6 .  
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unity, on any grounds not entirely based on the consideration 
of winning the war, is an enemy of Teheran. 
For every American who places victory and a lasting peace 
'as the highest and all-determining consideration, all his fellow 
Americans who agree on this are his friends, and his only 
enemies are those who, fbr whatever reason of prejudice, spe- 
cial interest, defeatism, or simple business-as-usual, allow other 
considerations- to disturb national and international unity. 
We must fight against and defeat all the enemies of Tehe- 
ran; we..must unite all wlio support Teheran by word and 
'deed, 
- 3 - .  . .  . 
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The Teheran Concord at Work in Europe 
In the months since the Teheran meeting we have been 
witnessing the concord at work in Europe, dissolving one 
.alter anotRer the knotty problems which had been threaten- 
ing the solidity of the alliance. What more precise definition 
of the concord can we find, then, than that given by its prac- 
tical results? We may summarize a few outstanding examples. 
On- Yugoslavia there was a sharp cleavage of policy within 
the Anglo-Soviet-American alliance up to Teheran. Britain 
and America were supporting King Peter's government-jn- 
exile, which included as its Minister of War the figure of 
General Mikhailovich, who plays an ambiguous role witshin 
Yugoslavia itself heavily entangled in collaboration wit{h the 
Nazis; the Soviet Union supported Marshal Tito and the Gov- 
.ernment of National Liberation that arose in battle against thc 
Nazis on the soil of that country. Since Teheran this sharp 
cleavage has been softened and largely bridged, with the three 
great powers jointly giving military support to Marshal Tito, 
with a sharp warning having been given to the Mikhailovich 
forces to cut off their relations with the enemy, and heavy 
pressure being exerted on the government-in-exile to purge 
itself of du'bious and treacherous elements as the price of any 
consideration in the post-war world. There is little doubt now 
- that the government-in-exile must either drastically reconcile 
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itself to the new ragime within Yugoslavia or soon pass from 
the stage of history. 
In .Italy under Anglo-American occupation, the' sharp cleav- 
age between the BadogIioSavey regime backed by Britain 
with the acquiescebee of America, and the six-party democratic 
coalition in the National Liberation Committee which had 
the sympathy of the. Soviet Union and most advanced demo- 
cratic forces elsewhere, threatened to degenerate into a stub- 
born deadlock, and was poisoning the relations between the 
great powers themselves. But a bold initiative in the spirit of 
Teheran succeeded, in a few weeks time, in bringing into 
. existence a government which is substantially one of the 
democratic c~dition, while it preserves the formal claims of 
the '!legitimacyp' for' post-war consideration by the. Italian pee 
ple themselves. The new situation thus created has obviously 
been pleasing to d l  cconoerned, except the trouble-makers who 
had speculated on creating a division among the @at powers. 
It has strengthend the war, the Italian people, and. the three- 
power alliance, in all respects. 
Regarding Poland, center of stubborn controverSies, the 
spirit of Teheran is also effectively at work. So mu& so that 
litfle of the old controversy remains to distufib the relations 
qf the three great powers, but the remaining difficulties are 
chiefly those between the Big Three and the diehard reac- 
tionaries still holding on to control of the government-in- 
exile. is a general belief that the recent visit to the 
Soviet Union of two prominent Polish Americans, Professor 
Oscar Lange and Father Orlemanski, signifies among other 
things the opening of a final opportunity lor the., government- 
inexile to pbge itself of its antiSoviet personnel and poli- 
cies, and merge into the new Polish government which will 
undoubtedly arise as Polish territory is liberated by the vic- 
torious advance of the Red Army. 
Teheran remo*ed the last obstacles that had delayed the 
formal signing of agreement between the Czechoslovak gov- 
ernment-in-exile and the Soviet Union for the installation of 
dvil government in that country in the wake of the advanc- 
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ing Red Army. The Czechoslovak government-inexile had 
long $been a pioneer of the Teheran spirit; it was the first to 
base itself upon the broadest democratic coalition extending 
from Catholics to Communists; it has long fully understood 
that its destiny was bound up with the dosest friendship with 
the Soviet Union. Its agreement with the Soviet Union, now 
. completed with the full approbation of London and Washing- 
ton, is a model of what would be most desirable for all Euro- 
pean countries in the coming liberation. 
We must express our agreement with Luden Midol, mem- 
ber of the French Assembly in Algiers recently in this counuy, 
that a definite agreement with the Committee headed by 
de Gaulle is in order an the part of Washington and London, 
on the model of the Czechoslovak-Soviet agreement. The con- 
solidation of patriotic Frenchmen around the Committee, in- 
side and outside of France, has progressedso far as definitely 
to require this step. Such recognition will further the unifica- 
tion and democratization of the Fighting French organization 
everywhere, and will. greatly strengthen the Allied forces going 
, into France. 
The policy of Teheran, thus sharply defined in actual po- 
litical events, may be igeneralized as a process of giving to 
Europe .a unified Anglo-SovietAmerican leadership to dis- 
solve the old contradictory orientation~ toward one or the 
other of the three great powers. It is a policy of releasing the 
democratic peoples' revolution, the sweeping away of abso-, 
lu'tism and feudal remnants, the mobilization of the united 
peoples' forces for their own liberation. It includes the post- 
ponement of final decisions on the economic and political 
system for each country until after liberation, when each will 
be free to determint its own destiny without any outside inter- 
vention whatever. It requires support to groupings and lead- 
- ers within each country entirely upon the basis of, their 
effective contribution to war against the common enemy, and 
nit at all upon ideological considerations or any desire to pre- 
determine that country's post-war destiny. 
For the full effectiveness of this policy within each country, 
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a broad coalition of all democratic forces is required, within 
which the recourse to armed struggle to settle disputes is 
abolished, and all relations are d-etermined through free dis- 
cussion, free political association, and universal suffrage. Such 
.a democratic national coalition within each country must in- 
clude all who will fight the ~ a z i s  and submit to a common 
discipline, under the general world leadership of the Anglo- 
Soviet-American alliance, without any discrimination on the 
basis of conflicting ideologies or past prejudices. 
- Such .is the policy of Teheran, the only road to quick and 
complete victory and a lasting and prosperous peace. 
The Cairo Conference and Teheran 
The Cairo Conference of Roosevelt, Churchill and Chiang 
Kai-shek set forth the minimum program of expulsion of 
Japan from all territories she has seized, return to China of 
those parts formerly hers, and independence for Korea: 
"With these objects in view, the three Allies, in harmony 
with those of the United Nations at war with Japan, will 
dontinue to persevere in .the serious and prolonged operations 
necessary to procure the unconditional surrender of Japan." 
Background to this agreement is the cancellation of the un- 
equal treaties with China, with renunciation of all extra-terri- 
torial rights, and the U. S. policy of independence for the 
Philippine Islands. 
Unanswered are the questions of the future status of India, 
Burma, Indonesia, the Malay States, and Indochina, with 
populations well over five hundred million. Also unanswered 
is the problem of Chinese unity against the common enemy. 
For the quickest and least costly victory over Japan, we 
need the extension of the principles of Teheran to the Pacific. 
There are two great obstacles to this aim, still to be overcome. 
First is the resistance in the Kuomintang regime to unity with 
the Chinese Communists; second is the continuing lack of 
agreement between Britain and the United States on long- * 
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term policy .toward prolblems of world trade; which is a di&- 
culty >that extends not' only to Asia, but .to Europe, Africa, . 
Latin America, and thelwhole. world. 
- The New York Times of May 14, editorially taking note 
of the new Japanese offensive under the title '"China in Dis- 
tress," after years of urging. Chungking not to make any- con- 
cessions to the Chinese Communists, at last recognizes that 
' f the greatest. -aid which- China can .furnish to herself. is. - to 
compose the differences between Chungking and the Commu- 
nists." The Times sees finally the disaster threatening china 
and the United States !because, in the area .of the greatest 
Japanese threat,. the Eighth Route Army and the ten divisions 
of Chungking's best troops "have been facing one another in 
an armed truce ahd have thus neutralized one another.? The 
Times does not recognize its own errors in having, for years; 
thrown its influence against any settlement !between Kuomin- 
tang and Communists in China, and even in the present des- 
perate moment it carefully limits its suggestions for unity 
"until the war is over," when presumably it will again- insist 
that the Chinese Communists must be exterminated. Thus 
does the fatal policy of ''.too little and too late"' continue to 
express itself among some of the most. influential cirdes in 
America and China. - .  - ..- ., . . 
In October, 1942, Mr. Sumner Welles, then Under Secretary 
of State, gave me .a statement. on American policy. toward 
China, which urged that. unity. .should be achieved b y  concil- - 
iation. Doubtless, as .I then. recognized, ;his was a correct ,state- 
ment of A~merican desires; But now - i t  must . be said openly 
that .very little indeed has been done by our countq to secure 
the application of that policy.-And if nothing is done about 
it, declarations of policy have very little effect upon the de- 
velopment of events. The Times editorials of 1941 and 1942 
urging the suppression of the Communists had more influence 
in Chungking than did Mr. Welles' -statement, which was 
suppressed #by the Chungking censorship. Now, at the eleventh 
hour, with #the Japanese advance seriously threatening Chung- 
king itself, the time is more than ripe for the United States 
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to insist that the Chungking government shall put its house j 
in.order with a real, not a formal, unification of all Chinese 
fighting forces, - and their fullest utilization against the com- 
mon enemy. We must once and for all put an end to the 
playing with the "Red scare," which, in China as everywhere, J 
works for the enemy and against the United Nations. 
In the rest of Asia, outside China and the Philippines, we 
have done nothing to mobilize the hundreds of millions of 
the population to fight on our side. I t  is clearly in the interest 
of America that this lbe done, with an unequivocal promise 4 
to all the great Asiatic peoples of their independence as a 
l I
result of victory 'over the Japanese. We cannot, however, 
secure British agreement to such a policy, unless their fears 
of American post-war trade competition can be allayed. The 
British-American trade rivalry is today the greatest obstacle 
to establishing the grand strategy for victory over Japan. in 
the Pacific. 
How Can W e  Dissolve the Anglo-American Antagonism? 
The main reason why the British cling so stubbornly to 
their obsolete colonial system is not to be found in the sup- 
posed innate conservatism or incapacity for change in the I 
.i British character. Rather it must be seen in the fact that the 
British can see available no other instrument to avoid being 1 
overwhelmed by the gigantic forces of American capitalism. In 
a world of free markets as between nations, and bereft of their 
colonial monopoly, British capitalists cannot envisage suc- 
cessful competition with their American rivals. This is an old 
fear of the British, but it has been multiplied a hundredfold 
by the spectacular expansion of the American productive plant 
during the war. Unless this well-founded fear of British 
capital can in some way be allayed there is not the slightest 
I 1 
prospect to dissolve the Anglo-American rivalry that is im- i 
peding the war effort, that blocks a common strategy in Asia, 
that prevents the formulation of any concrete long-time pol- 






Mr. Eric Johnston, in his new book, America unlimited, 
tells us of his recent "Mission ta Britain." He says, "I am 
fully convinced that there are no insurmountable obstacles to ' 
British-American cooperation." Yet he himself put forth a 
policy to the British which, if it is followed by our country, 
does constitute such an insurmountable obstacle, even if Mr. 
Johnston is unconscious of that +fact. He told the British that 
Americans were "not persuaded" by Churchill's refusal to 
"preside over the liquidation" of the Empire, that America is 
anti-imperialist. Then he told them that America is going out 
for markets, that they insist on "free cor~'1petition," and will 
have no part of any system of division of markets by agree- 
ment; he insisted that the American "regards all powers, in 
government or in business, as subject to constant revisionaby 
himself. . : . What this American is in America, he will also 
be in international affairs." In short, Mr. Johnston told the 
British-that what share they would have in the world markets 
of -the future would be what they could hold in unrestricted 
competition with America, or what they can maintain with 
their colonial monopoly. 
With all due respect to Mr. Johnston's subjective good in- 
tentions, I maintain .that this policy toward Britain is a disas- 
trous one, which will continue to aeate enormous difficulties 
in the prosecution of the war, and which threatens to bring 
a great economic crisis upon the world after tohe war. It is 
short-sighted- in respect to America's true national interests. 
It will pi-ove impossible to maintain. Yet there can be no 
doubt ' h a t  Mr. Johnston was accurately reflecting today's 
dominant opinion of ruling capitalist circles in this country. 
I venture to suggest that Britain and America must arrive 
at an agreed economic policy for the joint development of the 
world markets on a. huge scale; ten times the size of the pre- 
war markets, based upon the rehabilitation of devastated lands 
and the industrialization of the undeveloped countries of 
Asia, Africa, the Near East, Latin America, and Europe.-Since 
this requires free and independent peoples everywhere, the 
colonial system must be dismantled as quickly as possible; but 
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as the colonial system is Britain's main reliance for a "place 
in the sun," Britain must receive compensation by being guar- 
anteed a proportionate share in these markets, and the play 
of free competitimi -must be. limited by this agreement, which 
cannot be "subject to constant revision-by [the American] 
himself." Without such a guarantee Britain, as the econom+ 
ically weaker power, will under no circumstances surrender'or 
relax her historical claims to colonial monopoly. And that 
would mean for America and for a large part of the world 
that the perspecrim for a vast increase of economic coopera- 
tion would vanish. -Failure to arrive at some such agreement 
must eventually result in defeating the popes of Teheran. . '  
! r :- . 
Post-War i National Unity 
The most dikturbing influence against our national unity 
fox victory in- the war is the expectation that peace between 
nations will !be the signal for the outbreak of great class .strug- 
gles within the nation. 
War needs, therefore, dictate that we shall already now 
begin to lay the foundations for post-war national unity, so 
that this disturbing influence may be dkcked and if possible 
eliminated. 
Our post-war plan is directed to achieve national unity for 
the realization of the perspectives laid clown at Teheran. , 
That means, first of all, that we must find a program that 
will unite the democratic, progressive'majority of the Ameri- 
can people, from all classes, and that we shall not perniit that 
majority to be split up and thus give the opportunity for the 
anti-Teheran forces to rise .to power. 
,'Such a program for America cannot be a socialist program, 
because there does not exist now in our country an actual or 
potential majority support for such a program 
- Adherents of socialism, therefore, in'order to be effective 
wor'ers for unity within the broad democratic majority, must 
make it dear that they do not raise the issu& of socialism in a 
form and manner which can endanger or weaken the national 
Y 
unity. They must subordinate their socialist convictions, on 
all practical issues, to, the common program of the majority. 
The Uhited States is the only capitalist country in the world 
today. in @ich the great majority rejects any proposal for 
f undarnental changes in the existing economic and soda1 
system. It not only rejects socialism in any form, but it also sets 
itself against the 'trend toward state capitalism. Even the labor 
movement, C.I.O. as well as A, F. of L., adopts the defense of 
"free enterprise," and demands governmental intervention in 
economic life only to the degree that it is demonstrativel~ 
required to make up for gaps left iby the operation of private 
enterprise. - 
Eric Johnston has revealed in his receet hook how he was 
astonished to find British capitalists indifferent to this Amer- 
ican concept of "free enterprise," and how they even grew 
"angry" with some of his propagandizing efforts. He finds "the 
most formidable of the barriers?' to cooperation between the 
two countries in "the difference in our respective approach to 
post- econ~my-oun from free enterprise assumptions, theirs 
from either government participation or monopoly bases." ~e 
records Lloyd George's admission that his "great mistake" as 
Prime .Minister was to try to go back to "free enterprise in 
England" after World War I. "The English people do not 
want it," said Lloyd. George. 
It would be well, therefore, for Americans to rid themselves 
of the n o t i ~ a  that our country with its economic system is the 
model for all the world. All the world wants to copy our 
industrial techniqye, but no other country agree's to our 
economic system, not even England. On this question, Amer- 
ica is much m r e  isolated than is the Soviet Union. Our coun- 
try stands literally alone on the question of "free enterprise." 
As a matter of cold fact, however, as distinguished from 
ideology, "free enterprise" today is merely a Synonym for 
capitalism us it exists; and thi present stage of capitalist de- 
v.elopment is that of a high- degree of trustification and monop- 
oly, not only of the basic economy but even of the channels 
of retail distribution, far exceeding ,in its -specific gravity in 
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the total national economy that of other countries with a 
higher degree of formal state capitalism. "Free enterprise" 
means in practice the freedom of capital to concentrate and 
centralize itself in ever larger units, with a minimum of public 
regulation and control; while in relation to the.world market 
it signifies opposition to all measures taken by trade rivals to 
offset the competitive advantages of American mass production. 
It must be dear, however, that while we cannot adopt the 
ideology of "free enterprise" into our method of thinking, 
neither can we put forth its repudiation as a program for the 
democratic progressive majority of the nation. It is an ideol- 
ogy that is shared by the progressives with the reactionaries. 
i t  must be accepted as one of the political facts of life that the 
program of the democratic progressive majority to which we 
adhere includes the defense of "free enterprise," and that we 
do not challenge this program. 
We must, however, seek to bring the program of the demo- 
cratic majority to face more squarely the practical prablems 
that must be solved, and to deepen that program, in such a 
form and manner which will secure a maximum of agreement 
and' a minimum of opposition born both capital and labor, 
Erom business- circles and the working classes. That -can best 
be accomplished by concentrating attention upon specific 
problems rather than general ones, upon the concrete rather 
than the abstract, upon action rather than philosophy. And, 
in the final analysis, national unity must be built on the 
foundation of an economic program which does not contra- 
dict the prevailing ideology, yet which is workable in the 
world of reality, and in which conflicting class and national 
interests can be reconciled. 
An Economic Program for National Unity and 
International Collaboration 
The starting point for an economic program that meets 
the requirements we have noted is to be found in the general 
agreement that -~merican economy must operate at approxi- 
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mate full capacity in the post-war period, that approximate 
lull employment of all workers must be maintained. To ac- . 
complish this. aim. markets must be found for peacetime com- 
modities equal to the war market for military goods, and the 
war market for consumption g o d  must also be replaced by 
a civilian peace market of equivalent volume. The total war 
market fo; which a substituie must be found is, if we take 
the figures of 1944 as our measure, around ninety billion 
dollars per annum. 
It must .be noted that under war conditions American econ- 
omy has demonstrated such capacity for expansion that, d c  
spite all restrictio~ upon consumption (such as the almost 
complete cessation of production of consumers' durable goods). 
the civilian market is still about as large as a* ljrevious year 
of peace, .if not larger. since this is so clearly a response to 
war coxiditions, it seems to me that it is not sound to specu- 
lafe that any considerable proportion of the replacement for 
. the war market will occur spontaneously or automatically 
with the beginning of reconversion. The only sound course is 
to plan for new markets, which did not before exist, equal in 
volume to the war market which will cofne to an end. . 
Foreign markets demand first attention for many reasons. 
~oliticajl); they come first, as a necessary instrument of our 
foreign policy of reconciling conflicting interests and main- 
taining (although it must be noted that, improperly 
managed, our foreign trade m,ay cause a severe intensification 
of these conflicts). Economically they take a primary place on 
account of foreign needs, since the rest oi the world has- been 
impoverished *by the -war that has enriched our country with 
a treatkendt,asly expanded economy; and because our own first 
need will. be a market for machinery and other capital goods 
of which there already will exist a surplus here. 
I have estimated that we require new foreign markets of 
a b u t  forty billions per annum, above what we would obtain 
in the course of business-as-usual, in order to guarantee- with 
any seriousness the continued full operation OF our economy. 
Orthodox economists have assured me that it is quite imp~s- 
sible to realize foreign markbts.of such magnitude, but I .am : 
unable. to accept their verdict, since I refuse to accept the :7 
perspective of mass unemployment and economic crisis' in the ' 
post-war period. If such markets are necessary to keep our in- 
dustries in operation, then it is nonsense to say .they cannot 
be realized. I .. 
The champions of "free enterprise" in its extreme iorm, 
which denies any economic function to government, are' put 
to the test on this question of Eoreign markets. They must find 
and organize such markets, in time to prevent a great post- 
war economic crisis. 1f they cannot do it by their methods,% 
- i then they must agree to governmental intervention phich ob- i viously can do it. All that is required is the same determina- : t  -4  
tion with wh'ich we carry the war to victory.. 3 
America's extraordinary achievements in war production i 
are universally cited by business circles, :as a triumph of "the '1 
American way of life," of the system of private initiative, of , -: 
our traditional capitalism. Very well, the argument is granted. - j  
But .these achievements were on the basis of a governmental.ly. .! 
'a organized market, with the -government itself customer .for ? 
most of the goods produced. Upon what grounds, then,'c&n. 
. we say that the .governmental . - -. organization of the necessary * '  
foreign market fur the post-war period would not atso .be-a. 
triumph for f'the Arnericih ' way bf life," lor the s!fr& enter- 
prise" system? . . 
Our government can, in agreement with its great allies, and . 
drawing into ,partnkrshib the jgovernments of each territory 
directly involved, set up%a I ,  seriis - bf giant industrial develop- 
ment corporations, for the various devastated and undevel- 
oped regions of the world, Europe, Africa, Asia, Latin, Amer- 
ica.? The long-term credits that will + .... be required will be no 
burden on America, but ,on .the . ... contrary - will be an economic 
relief to us, as one of our greatest needs is for profitable -fields 
. of investment to put our vast *. +*+ sums F of idle -money to work, 
such 'projects, underwritten by Z governments, would be the 
most. secure of investments;. the genius of American industrial 
engineering could guarantee their technical success; they wodd 
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quickly start new streams of wealth flowing that would greatly 
efieed the original investmepts, which could be made self- 
liqbidating within a generation it desired. - 
Wnly America has the potential ability to initiate and carry 
through- such a program of international economic collabora- 
tion, . which kould furniih the medium of reconciliation of . . 
. clashing spe~ia%~interests: of realizing the political program of 
'Teheran for -liberation of all peoples and a long-time peace. 
'only American .initiati* on such lines can realize the free 
ko~laboration of nation&-on the scale needed. 
.. ' The -.necessary expansion of 'our 'domestic markets on an 
e q u d  scale is more complicated and difficult. Yet it is equally 
'rie&e~sary il- we are. to avoid a devastating economic crisis 
within a few years after the war ends. 
~herk  is never any lack of purchasing power in the coun- 
? t j ;  as some persons mistakenly think, ,to provide a market for 
'wkrythin~ our 6conomy ati- produce. What brings economic 
crfses*is not lack of purchasing power in general, but its lack 
.at articular points. where it could be effectively used. The P 
problem is not one of creating purchasing poww, but of 
mobilizing that which already exists. . 
In thG final analysis the needed domestic market expansion 
can .only be realized by increasing the consumption of the 
masses of the ?opulation, the great -majority of whom- are wage 
work-; That: requires the raising of wage standards to the 
d e w  &kt we need a larger -domestic market for maintaining 
-full: emp-ent : and prodidion. 
~ i g h e r  wage. standards, therefore, will be 2 national aim, a 
goal-& public policy, and not merely a special interest of the 
labur i-hni~h - movement . as' - heretofore. Labor unions, in for- 
.wWiiig theif special aims, wil17be serving the' whole' society, 
 ill commad zi broader cooperation of all classes than 
ever Before:Thfs cannot, however, -be reached through the 
accu~ulated +-  decisions of individul enterprises, but only 
through the simultaneous enforcement of such higher stand- 
ards ?*on- all hdividual enterprises; i.e., by stronger trade 
unions, by higher legal minimum wage levels, by guaranteed 
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atlnual wages, by applying the rule of equal wages to equd 
work, by increased earnings commensurate with increased pro- 
duction. Such prdblems must be removed from the field of 
separate individual decisions and be regulated as questions 
of public policy. 
Let it be quite clear that such an expansion of the domestic 
market ahas in it nothing whatever of socialism. There is not 
the slightest suggestion of confiscation of wealth, nor even of 
the war-time proposals for a limitation upon private incomes 
of the wealthy classes. On the contrary, this policy is consis- 
tent with the fullest possible expansion of consumption by the 
wealthy, and the accumulation of their private incomes above 
their consumption level in whatever form they see fit-j&t SO 
- long as it is not accumulated in the fom of unused commod- 
ities that would fill the warehouses and result in halting fur- 
ther production. The economic policy we are proposing has 
only one must, one categorical imperative in it: That is the - 
unconditional demand that we must keep all workers em- 
ployed and all industries producing at approximate capacity, 
which means that the goods produced must be consumed by 
someone to make way for the new production. Strictly speak- 
ing, this policy could even be operated through the systematic 
destruction of surplus goods, replacing war-time destruction 
with a peace-time equivalent, but that is a variant against 
which I would. mast strongly argue on political grounds. 
The essential outline of the economic problem is this: That 
full American production will furnish a stream of commodities 
which, after satisfying the existing standard of living, selling 
as much abroad as possible, providing the wealthy classes with 
everything they &n possibly consume, and making all prac- 
tical new investments-will still provide a large and growing 
surplus which can only be disposed of by expanding the con- 
sumption (purchasing power) of the masses of the people 
who are mainly the working people who still have unsatisfied 
needs. 
This expansion of the domestic market must become even " 
i greater when out huge exports to the foreign market begin, 
PO { 
with the expiration of the terms of credit, to - be amortized, 
' 
and with the flow back to America of earned prbfi* on the 
investments. Eventually all our exports will Bow back to I America in augmented volume, in the form of a?. flood of 
goods which must also be consumed in one orbanother. 
1- Finally and over a period of years, therefore,;,the problem 
bf replacing the war market is entirely one, qf qpanding 
America's consump tion un ti1 it is equivalent I- to dur en tire - 
production. I 7 1 , F - .  - . 
America has such tremendous productive hwers; that we 
will surdy choke, to death with our surplus -g*pods -t$ess we 
-1 learn how to consme them. ,ne national gulbt of Cbnsump 
tion must be enlarged until it .equals ow scale- qf rpQduction. 
If we cannot learn how to do it under our t h i n g  system, 
then ' there wil! *be no choice but to find mot,  , ,  'er gystem that 
will balance the books. ,.. .* i 
We are. proposing a policy which, if  eneq&&cally carried 
out, will meet and solve all the most pressing. irbl$etns of the 
immediate period, will give a basis for internat ! b!a! #eace and 
collaboration, will make possible an effective of unity 
within the nation with the expansion of well-beibg' , . &  , fb;r all. 
. , g:, ' 
Democracy and National Uniw 
., 
i . 
Many conflicting views and interests must lea&r& how to-come 
together gn the basis of compromise in ordek $a build and 
maintain national unity. But there is a 
compmmise is.not permissible. We 
democratic principles without 
unity and helping Hitler. 
The shameful spectacle of the U. S. Sen 
Marcantonio anti-poll tax bill from comin 
typical case in point. The unholy alliance of 
k e y  Republicans, and log-rolling p9li tics- 
Democrats excused their aim'e under the p 
the poll-tax would harm national unity 
yoger the Southern Bourbons to the point where +hey would 
> 
til I r 
refuse to support the war. Ten million white and Negro 
workeryand farmers are to continue to be denied the ballot, 
because ,this little gang of political blackmailers . threaten 
otherwise to sabotage the entire nation. Men who could not 
be elected otherwise are thus continued in office with power 
cif. veto against the overwhelming majority of the nation. 
Such. compromise with democratic principles is the deadliest 
' 
enemy of A,merican national unity. 
. So also with the whole Jim Grow system, the systematic 
violation :of the U. S. Constitution by denial of equal citizen- 
ship to Megro Americans, their segregation in the Army, in 
housing and pLblic places; the  deriial of eqiial economic' ~ p -  
fiortunity; their special exploitation and oppression. The  Jim 
drav s y s t e ~ ~ i s  the outgrowth of the ideology of "white su- 
premacy" which ii just as shameful and dangerous for America 
as ~ i t l e r ' i  dentical racialism proved to be for Germany and 
the world. Jim Crow must go if America is:to'band. 
A direcl importation horn Nazi Germany is the spreading 
poison of ;anti-Semitism in America. Everyone who .spr?aas 
anti-Semitism - is enlisted in Hitler's fifth column. Anti-Sem- 
itism is a' mime that must be outlawed as a measure of 
Ameridan hational security. . 
~nti-co&unism, the doctrine of Hitler's "~ntikomintern" 
f r, 
organization, is the most deadly of all Hitler's poisons because '.: .&. . -. 
it h ~ . ~ e n & r a t e d  American society most- deeply. We h&e the .? 
extra0kdindt-y spectacle of Americans who till .ihemselvks-.lib- , 
erai, who wbuld consider it 6utrageous to be called upon'td- be 
eithkr..~at*li~ or atitiCatholic, to *be either Semiti= oFHhti- 
Seniitic, to ;be either Negro, or -anti-Negro, 'but iKho still .'koi~- 
sider it thel most natural thing in the .world . that ' t8ey -aiid 
' 
everyone else must be classified kither 'iiis:'~o&&'unist or anti- 
Communist-and .by' ,)inti-Communist u&I&%fand .'the - suppd;t I 
ofa the pubhic -.boycott of all ' even. suipected df to-unk-t 
~pinions, their exclusion from p~blic"emp'1oymeift anti :even .. -. . 
fm private industry,' the dealiiig with Cdmuiiisr opitiibnk 
. . ' ,  
as a kind 4 crime. '! ..-. - f :  
The anti-Communist doctrine is jiistified by hose whd *claim-. 
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to be liberals by analogy to the question of the Nazis. A11 
decent persons musthe anti-Nazi, and anyone who is not must 
be considered an enemy of mankind, to be exterminated or 
' at least locked u~ indefinitely. That is why we are making 
war, to cleanse the earth of ~ a z i s  and all their friends. But i t  . 
is very dangerous for anyone to extend this to justity being 
anti-Catholic, or anti-Semitic, or an ti-Negro, or anti-Cornmu- 
nist. For that would lead toward the conclusion that America. 
must also exterminate the Catholics, the Jews, the colored 
races, and the Communists from.the world. That is somewhat 
' too big an o r e  even for America! 
Catholics are an important minority in America, and a 
majority in several countries we.very much need as friends; 
the Jews have always made important contributions to human 
progress, and gave the western world its chief religion; the 
colored races happen to be a considerable majority of the 
human race, and the Communists just f'happen" to be our 
most important allies in 'this war. Even considered from the 
most narrowly practical viewpoint, all these anti-ideologies, 
whether anti-Catholic, anti-Semitic, anti-colored races, or anti- 
~bmmunist, are the most dangerou8. and stupid mistakes for 
Americans. And they violatk our best American tradition and 
philosophy as well as our ibasic - law; they violate Christian 
ethics, as well as all other, ethical principles that recognize the 
brotherhood of man. They are immoral as well, as unprofitable. 
If America wants to play a leading role in the world, we 
must defeat all these anti-democratic doctrines and practices; 
and we 'must retire from public life, and especially from all 
dealings with our partners in the United Nations, all persons 
who are incurably afflicted with these divisive ideologies. - 
The 1944 ~lections-Fbr Unity or Disunity? 
I *  . 
a : * - -  .- 
-Our country is entering the crucial 'hours of the war, our 
soldiers entering decisive tbattles for . the first time, with a 
national election on our hands. 
We are the only great nation with such .a rigid Constitution 
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that elections .' come at set intervals without regard to the 
actual problems with which the nation is confronted. 
In this, as in so many other matters, we must take our world 
as we find it a& do the best we can. Certainly we cannot take 
time out from the war to amend our Constitution, which 
would he more difficult than handling the election. 
It is no use pietending, however, that the necessity to con- 
duct elections th[s year is anything less than a dangerous strain 
on the national unity required for victory. 
If the 1944 elections are carried ' through in the usual . 
American spirit ~f recklessness, abandon and irresponsibility, 
as a wild scramble for power, then indeed the result may be ' 
fatal to our hopes for early victory and a lasting peace. 
The spirit of partisanship is today a most costly luxury, 
which America cannot afford. Our problem is how to subdue 
'and control the spirit of partisanship, how to conduct a na- 
tional election in the spirit of national unity. It is not an 
easy task. 
I 
Our country faced a similar problem in 1864. Lincoln then 
decided, against his personal inclination and the demand of 
his enemies, to accept the Presidential nomination and to 
transform the electoral struggle from a source of disunity in 
the nation into a means for reuniting the nation. He rose 
above party lines without conceding an inch to his opponents 
in matters ot principle. He braved the anger of his own par- 
tisan supporters;' to substitute the Union coalition for the - 
Republican ticket and took the Union Southerner, Johnson, 
as his running mate. He subordinated everything to national 
unity and the national interest. 
Roosevelt today faces a situation extraordinarily similar to 
that which was face@ by Lincoln eighty years ago. . 
Can Rotmvelt help the natiod to unity and victory by con- 
ceding the demand of Republicans and the -disloyal Democrats 
that he announce his retirement? 
A moment's thought reveals that such a step would be a 
disaster for our country. Our enemies in the war would be 
encouraged to new efforts, our allies in the war would have 
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deep misgivings, and our own counrry would be launched 
upon an uncharted sea of uncoi-itrolled factionalism. 
' 
That is why the , demand . for Soose'velt .to succeed himself 
. has swept the Democratic Party rso completely as to silence 
evenb most of ihe disloyal Democrats who have sabotaged the 
President's program. That is why. the labor movement is- . 
almost unanimously demanding. Roosevel t as candidate. That 
is why "Republicans for Roomevelt" dubs are springing up 
all over the country. ';rh8t5i$- why this convention will suppry- 
Rhsevelt. . ' 7 .  .. . . - .  
This election mwt nw be .left- in the hands of the old party 
machhes df .professianki The c~raordinary emer-w 
geilcy ih +hi& ~ u f  country fin& !itself catls &or an ex~aodin- 
manner of handling- the election,  hat it may be trans 
formed frbm a threat against national untty +into a me'm of 
1 - ~. uniting 'the. nation on a higher level. - 4 
We must *lea& how to rise above <and dissolve old divisions 
and prejudices, we musc achievq fraternization' with former 
enemies, .we must cross the old party lines,. we must subdrie the 
class -antagorxisins, we must bdissolve the ancient. feud- between 
Nav Dealers and Old Dealers, we. must *Id. a d&pm unity 
of patriotic Americans than has been Seen for. generations. 
We must deinonstrate aat-,it is:-unprofitabl& for any candi- 
date -to. display egtreme paraisanship; we mmt &p down - Efie 
. loud-mouthed demagogue; .expose the wily maneuverer, retire 
the old malchine politicians to thk background, .and begin to 
bring! forwatd a . niw type [af' people's leadership. ' 
The people, and. especially the largest part 0 f  the people, 
which is "lailbor," must @uiMr tbeit .a& organizati~ns. for- 
political action, beginning in the neighborhoods and wards, 
extending8 to district% towns -+d cities, 'to the states and &: 
nation as a whole. The& mgaoimtions~should- be nonpartisan,& 
taking their stand on issues an&-judging candidates on their 
merits w i t h  t regard to ' party labels. - . 
- That is -the .road& to viciory in the war. and a people's victory 
in+the election. The program of Teheran, ,the prospeas for  
victory and a lasting peace, ark at stake. Never has there been 
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a -greater challenge to the American peopleor a greater 
- - 
opportunity. - 
The Position of the Communists 
This Convention of American Communists, in confirmation 
of the deep seriousness of our program and perspective for 
national unity, renounces all aims of partisan advancement. 
We have dissolved the Communist Party, and we are 
now forming a new non-party organization through which 
we expect to contribute to the common cause of the 
progressive majority of the American people. We will partici- 
pate in political life as independents, thlpugh the established 
party organizations of our progressive associates, without com- 
mitting ourselves to any party label. We will judge issues and 
men on their merits. 
We remain an organization of Communists, of American 
men and women who hold that the principles of scientific 
socialism, of Marxism, have an indispensable contribution to 
make. to our own nation. We will not permit, however, that 
any struggle over the question of socialism, tor or against, 
shall be allowed to divide the progressive majority of the 
American people, who must be kept united on the road of 
democracy and progress at all costs. 
We are not retreating, we are advancing. We are advancing 
with the great majority of humanity to the cleansing of Hit- 
lerism and its allies from the face of the earth. We are ad- 
vancing with the majority of Americans to a more demo- 
cratic and progressive America. We are advancing closer to 
the majority of the American people by bringing them a new 
and better understanding of our role as a sector in their ranks. 
We are advancing a dearer understanding of what is socialism 
by the very act of removing the issue as the center of political 
struggles today. We are advancing in the strength of our own 
ranks, as witnessed by the successful recruiting of more than 
22,000 new members in the very weeks of most intense politi- 
cal discussion leading to the historic decision t o  dissolve the 
Communist Party, and this present Convention to set up a 
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new organization' that will grow much .stronger in the. time 
ahead. We stand firmly on the program of Teheran, which is 
America's program for war and peace. 
. , J  
  em arks presenting the Preamble to the proposed Constitu- 
tion of the Communist Political Association 
WANT to present to iou the draft of the Preamble to the I : ; I ;  ;.! C2o&srit*tion f , which was recommended to the Convention 
by..,the ~a t iona l  Committee. First I will read the preamble 
ifid thdl make some comments upon it. It reads as follows: 
. ,  
. .)"The Communist Political Association is a non-party *organ- 
ization of Americans which, basing itself upon the working 
dass, m i e s  forward the traditions of Washington, Jefferson, 
pain%. Jackson . and Lincoln, -under the changed conditions 
of modem industrial society. 
"It seeks effective application of democratic principles to 
the solution 'of the problems of today, as an advanced sector 
of the democratic majority of the American people. 
"It upholds the Declaration of Independence, the United 
States Constitution and i~ Bill of Rights, and the achieve- 
menk of American demo~acy, against all the enemies of 
popular liberties. 
"It is shaped by the ne$s of the nation at war, being formed 
in the midst of the greatest struggle of all history; it recog- 
nizes that .victory for the .free peoples over fascism will open 
up new and more favorable conhtions for progress; it looks 
to the family of .free nations, led by the great coalition of 
democratic capitalist and socialist states, to inaugurate an era 
of world peace, expanding production and economic. well- 
beifig, and the liberation and equality of all peoples regard- 
lee of race, creed or cplor. I 
. 'Kt adheres to the rinciples of scientific socialism, Mam- 
ism, . . the . .  heritage of, &--best, though$ of humanity and. of a 
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hundred years experience of the labor movement, principles 
which have proved to be indispensable to the national exist- 
ence and independence of every nation; it looks forward to a 
future in *which, by democratic choice of the American people, 
our own country will solve the problems arising out of the con- 
tradiction between the social character of production and its 
rivate ownership, incorporating the lessons of the most fruit- 
'1 achievements of all mankind in a form and manner con- 
sistent with American tradition and character. 
"For the advancement of these aims, the Communist Politi- 
cal Association establishes the basic laws of its organization 
in the following Constitution." 
I will now make a few observations about this document. 
First, by the adoption of this Preamble, we will definitely 
establish the name of our new organization, the Communist 
Political Association. There has been considerable discussion 
in the last three months as to whether the new organiza- 
tion, should maintain the name Communist which indi- 
cates its character in terms of long range perspective and 
program; or whether some other name should be adopted 
which would place the emphasis upon the tasks of the 
next period in which we are engaged. The great pre- 
ponderance of opinion has shown to be on the side of main- 
taining the name Communist in our organization. In this 
discussion it has been clearly established in the minds of all 
of us, I believe, that this is nat a question of principle; it is 
a question of what is most conducive to the practical success 
of our work and it is in this sense that we, I believe, will 
register here that preponderance of opinion that flows out 
of the discussion to maintain the name Communist. 
The 'second word in the proposed name, Political, was sub- 
jected to some criticism to the effect that auy organization of 
Communists is necessarily political and therefore it is not 
necessary to put the word in the name. But as against that 
argument there was also the consideration that precisely at 
this moment when we are emphasizing the dissolution of the 
party form of our organization and the non-partisan character 
of our politics, we need to emphasize that non-partisan 
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does not mean for & non-political. And therefore, it is 
of considerable value to emphasize the political character of 
our organization by putting the word in the name. 
The third term in the proposed name,-Association. There 
have been a number of proposals that have arisen in 
the discussion for some variation of that term. I will not re- 
view everything that came forward in the whole discussion 
because that will take too long, since we received in the 
National Office from the lower organizations of the party, 
proposals embodying more than 70 different names. The large 
majority of the proposals that came in included the term 
Association. Others used the term League and the final de- 
cision seemed to be between these two. In the discussions in 
our committee it seek  that the final choice between Assod- 
ation and League turned not upon logic but upon atmosphere. 
Somebody disclaimed all logic in his approach but expressed 
the feeling that League carried the atmosphere of a narrow 
association where association carried the feeling of an atmos- 
phere where we associate with everybody and this logic of 
feeling overcame the scientific argument that League was a 
word of one syllable and easy to pronounce and association is 
a word of five syllables and hard to pronounce. So we vent 
against all logic and science and came with the proposal to 
adopt the five syllable word Association. 
Now, as to the character of the Preamble itself. It requires 
little explanation, I think. We have tried to condense inta 
goo words the essential features of our whole immediate and 
ultimate program. As to whether we have succeeded in this 
or not, you must judge and pass upon. We have given in this 
preamble the -firm basing of our movement upon the best 
traditions of America from the American Revolution on, and 
at the same time we have very carefully eliminated any sug- 
gestion that. this means a tendency to try to return to the 
past; that, on the contrary, it is a complete facing of the future 
on the basis of the best achievements of the past. We have tried 
to give a clear and brief statement which identifies us as a 
particular minority sector of the American democracy and at 
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the same .time, and in the same sentence, establishes a completk 
identification of our sector with the camp of democracy as a 
whole. We have induded the specific support of the- classical. 
documents of American'demoaacy and 'the struggle against 
all its enemies, the enemies of popular liberties.,. We have 
included the identification of the historical period-in which 
we are making these changes, that is in the midst of war, 
a@ do not feel that this war is something outside of .the 
c o w - o f  history which will be. forgotten, but is that-factor 
which -is laying the foundations for the whole future. And by 
the wording of t h i s  preamble whi& identifies the historical 
naQrnent, we believe & are writing something permanent also 
. and =giving a complete characterization of the historical sig- 
hifiance. of. this war and its character and the success for 
which;.we strive. - - 
And : finally, we give the statement- of the principles-' of 
scientific socialism, including its essential programmatic 
character, in such a form as to completely adjust it to -the tasks 
of, tdday, to completely refute all the misrepresentations -ad. 
slanders directed against scientific socialism, to place it in  - its 
character as an international movement, science being always 
and. everywhere international in character. At the' same 
h e  we place it very specifically for America as something 
which will and must be realized in characteristic American * 
terms; in a form and-'manner consistent wit' American 
tradition and charkcter and 'as something which arises in  the 
practical order of the day, when it is practical to speak of the 
demoeratic choice of the American people deciding the tralisi- 
tion to socialism in -bur country. 
We believe that in this draft document we have given a 
satisfactory and adequate corrklation of immediate tasks 
with the ultimate historical aims; we have given a correct 
statement of the relationships between the nation and the 
world family of nations; we have given a guide which can be 
t a k n  not odly far the' immediate period of the war but for 
this whole immediate next period of the. development of our 
country and the world in the stage of history arising out of 
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this war. This is not a temporary guide of the day; this is a 
- document which will be valid for many years to come. 
In this sense, we present this Preamble for adoption at this 
Convention as a guiding point from which we will hammer 
out the detailed provisions of our Constitution. 
S p e d  greeting thc fraternal delegates from Latin America 
ISTINGUISHED Guests of Latin America, Neighbors, D Fel!ow Delegates, Ladies and ~entlemen: 
I am very happy to respond to the important messages we 
have received tonight from our neighbors in the South. We 
note with great regret the absence of many of our friends from 
Latin America who would have liked to have 'been here, but ' 
who were prevented from arriving by the difficulties of war- 
time travel. I refer particularly to our old and beloved friends 
from Mexico and Cuba. 
We know that in every Latin American country we have 
friends and co-workers. We also know that they are doing 
magnificent work in their own countries. We know that 'they 
are holding up their end in this- war, something that many of 
us tend to forget because our eyes are largely. fastened upon 
the great tasks on the battlefields in Europe. We do not 
always realize what a difficult part is being played in this war 
by the democratic forces in Latin America. Against greater 
difficulties than we can conceive of, and with only a little frac- 
tion of the resources which we have at our disposal, they 
have been holding that great territory against the assaults of ' 
fascism over a long period-and too much of that time with 
very little help from the United States. 
We saw this dramatically expressed in the recent meeting of 
the International Labor Organization in Phqadelphia. One 
would have expected that the labor representative of the 
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United States in that organization would have been in the 
forefront in protecting and advancing the policy of the United - 
Nations and the policy of our own country in resisting the 
encroachments of the Axis in our hemisphere. But we saw 
that this task had to be taken up by the Latin American labor 
delegates, under the able and brilliant leadership of Vicente 
Lombardo Toledano. And we saw, to our great shame, that 
the Latin American delegates who were fighting for the inter- 
ests of the policies of our country, the United States, had to 
overcome the resistance of the American labor delegate, Mr. 
Robert Watt. 
So we know that our Latin American brothers and sisters 
are really carrying on the war and in many cases doing it with 
greater efficiency and greater honor than some of the repre 
sen tatives of our own country, and we thank our Latin Ameri- 
can comrades for the services that they have rendered. (Ap- 
plause.) 
Not only in the war do we understand the great services 
that they have rendered to us. We know in the post-war world 
they are going to play a role of tremendous importance, and 
of tremendous importance to us in the United States. I want 
to say a few words about just one aspect of the post-war prob- 
lem of Latin America in relation to the United States. 
We need Latin America very much in the post-war world. 
We need Latin America especially because our whole system 
of civilization in this country, the whole continued operation 
of our economy on which we depend for our daily bread, 
depends upon finding other lands that will relieve us from 
the tremendous production of our factories that we don't know 
how to consume ourselves. And we are depending upon Latin 
America to help us out in this respect. "Please, Latin America, 
take a lot of our goods off our hands in the postLwar world.'' 
Some people think the Latin Americans need us. In a way, 
yes, they do. But they don't need us nearly as badly as we need 
them. Even if they don't get our goods after the war, they can 
at least continue along as they have for hundreds of years. 
But if they don't take our goods, we are going to have a 
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catastrophe in this country such as we won't know how to 
meet. We cannot continue without their countries as markets. 
So we turn to Latin America, as we are turning to Africa and 
to Asia. We say: "Please, you other countries in the world, 
we are producing machines; we are going to produce 
more and more of them after the war. When the war market 
is gone, we are not going to be able to use these machines 
ourselves. We must find customers. Please be our customers 
and help us keep our factories going." 
We hope the Latin American countries will be gracious 
enough to listen to our request-"Please be our customers." 
We are learning also that it is no good for us to have Latin 
America as customers in the same way as we had them in the 
past-that is, under the terms laid down by short-sighted and 
greedy monopolists, with the imperialist mentality, who went 
into Latin America as conquerors, using commodities in the 
place of the sword and bank credits in the place of guns. They 
went to enslave the Latin American economies and to subvert 
their democratic structures, and to distort their 'industrial 
development so as to transform those countries into append- 
ages, colonial appendages of the North American metro- 
polis. 
- That kind of market is no good to us any more because 
that kind of market is too limited. It simply will not solve our 
problems. The only kind of market in  ati in America that 
really responds to our need is that provided by Latin American 
pe~ples who are modernizing their countries in every respect, 
industrializing them. And tbat means a different kind of 'cus- 
tomer from the old colonial customer. All the old colonial 
features of our economic relationship must be wiped out be- 
cause otherwise the market is going to be t& smd.  
We 'have to have a huge and growing market and 
the only nations that could give us a huge and growing 
market are nations which buy not only the chief con- 
sumption commodities but our most expensive machines. We 
want Latin America to take locomotives in large numbers, 
rails, heavy machinery. We want them to buy froh us the 
'meanti of. production so that, they can go into business -for 
' .  , themselves in a modern way. 
So. we want a new relationship 'with .Latin America: We . 
want strong Latin American democracies standing on' their 
own feet, .nobody: able to give them h y  orders of any kind, 
because that is the only kind of customefi that can bu$ the 
goods in the volume that we must sell and that. is the orily 
kind .of cpstomers" that can pay. And ' eventudly, of cowse, 
Latin America isgoing to pay us for everything we send them. 
Aha they &re going:to find it :easy to pay *because IEey will not 
pay bi). ̂ the. intensified exploitation df their own people; They 
' yiI1 be able to 'pay &cause their own people wlll be becoming 
' moki .,wealthy an the time, -$ith rising livihg staridards and 
fi&g:ddand$. They:. will be..abbler to pa.y because through 
ah' all: roufidd: &o&rn+ indii&falization, they' 'will 'be able - to 
prdu& ;wealth 'we prodrice it in 'thit United. States. We 
' hope thejl.wiV be able to produce it even more-effiiieritly than 
we- have'dbne so far. ( A ~ p l ~ u s & f '  a 
We Ylave great hopes for the -future - relations between the 
United 'states and .Latin Arnekica-and I must say that we are 
' 
not expressing, merely our own - .point of view on this.- 
We haw a growing degree of agreement with capitalists in . 
- the- United- States who are more and @ore awakening to the 
fact. that the old type of colonial profits' bas no future for 
them,. capitalists.who are mafie' and &ore' prepared to do busi- 
ness with .the Latin American heoples who are senbible' to 
the. nekd';io organize themserves democratically with strong 
' governmenis and'.to maXe plans-for their- own national .indus- 
trial modernization and to  do business much more reasonably 
'khan they ever aid'before. .They are beginning to feel a-grow- 
ing strength in Latin Arnefica and they have respect .for 
strength.:So we have great hops for the future of ,our con- 
tinental relaticinships. . Even though wk Kave str6ng and stub- 
born rgactionary ahd imperialist, blindly imperiabist; forces 
in the United States, and though we wa'rn our Latin Ame~ihn 
neighbors 'they must be3a&i;e 'of'these forces and b& prepared 
to defeat tKem when they come down to their countries- 
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nevertheless we must also. say that the future does not ,belong 
to these blind and greedy and shortsighted imperialist forces 
in our country. Their day is finished although they will not 
depart from the historical scene until they are licked and 
removed.. Their day is finished because they can no longer 
answer even the problems of the American capitalist class. 
With. their methods they can't produce markets big enough 
for American industry, and therefore more enlightened men 
have to come into the direction of American capitalism. Such 
enlightened men are beginning to appear, and they are going 
to become strong because the forces of history are with them. 
They are the only men who know how and have sense enough 
to begin to cooperate with the labor movement, to find com- 
mon policy with the labor movement of this country and of 
Latin America. They are the only ones who can sit down and 
talk with such men Lombardo Toledano about the plans 
of Latin America. These are the kind of American capitalists 
to whom the future-belongs in this country, because they are 
the only l$nd of men who can go out and get a market-who 
xan get the only kind-of market that is not going to choke us 
after the war because we don't find customers. The men who 
can find the market for America's surplus products in the post- 
war world, are the men who are going to shape our western 
hemisphere, if not a large part of the western world. 
And in this question of finding . the markets that they 
must Qave if our industries &;-to continue to operate-& this. 
t d  we expect kernendbus. cooperation from. our Latin Ameri- 
c@ friends. We promise them our full collaboration in seeing 
that those relationships, are placed on the basis of complete 
equality and common interest between the Latin American 
countries and our country. We promise them that we are going 
to be working here to remove the last traces of colonialism 
from *e of the united* States toward Latin .America. 
And we. want to see,-.and we expect to see, the good neighbor 
policy so deepened that it will find expression in the exchange 
of goeds between this country and Latin America-an exchange 
which North American capital will find it profitable to finance 
from tbi? coupGy for a whole period of years with long-term 
credits.(We expect it to be an exchange in which Latin America 
will belcome nch enough to pay off all the bills in the come 
of indbtrial~ation, and to stand on a fkm basis of equality 
with &. Together we will fight for that kind of extension of 
the Nelighbor policy. Not only must it completely ex- 
press ikself in-our economic relationships, but it must expand 




closiig ,Addrm to the Constituent Convention, May 22, rgqg 
? .  
E ~ L ~ W  Delegates, Ladies and Gentlemen: F We Gve had a fruitful Convention. We have met in 
one ok the most critical moments in the higory of out country 
and df t e ~ o r l d .  We have faced unprecedented problems. b We hlpve avoided every temptation to fall into the pattern of 
copyiAg the a ~ w e r s  from the past; we have worked out new 
po~iciks 'to me& an entirely new and unprecedented moment 
in our history. 
~ e ! h a v e  not, however, cut ourselves off from the past. It is 
only the ~woik p d  the thinkifig of the past that have armed 
us with the sure knowledge of the direction in which w e  must 
mar&' in. the present and in the future. We are people who 
have the 'gredt<rt appreciation of the enormous work that has 
been .&qe fbr human progress by the generations that have 
preceded-us. .we know that we are able to march forward into 
the, fdure oily because we have been lifted od the shoulders 
of the'millions of heroes of the past who gave deep meaning 
to the: words -1tberty and progress. We know that we are able 
to think. dearly about the problems of today only because we 
sat humbly at the feet of giant figures of the past and thank- 
fully l'eained fiom them. And we know that if what we have 
in the' world -today is important for future generations, it is 
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p l y  because from the great minds of the past we learned the 
continuity of the historical process.   here may be setbacks, 
but -&ere is progress. There is a continuous chain ,of cause 
and effect which can be studied scientifically. And the pure * .  
. rays of the lamp of science can be thrown upon the present c ,  ' 
, < 
. and the 'future. 1 4 ,.-; + j:: ,. 
.- % * r  - -  
, We have learned how to be strong and bold as the spokes- -. I 
" men and fighters for this great current of human' progress; It  
is a current that leads to an ever- greater freedom, an ever 
>. 
greater mastery of nature, a greate' mastery over the social 
problems of mankind. We have also-learned the necessity to,  ' 
' 
I - ' be modest in  our .personalities. This leads us -to understand , 
- .. . 
- that no 'man or woman attains greatness in his own right. He - 
gains it only to the degree thit he can give service to this great 
historic, movement of humanity and freedom; 
We think-I believe aU of us think-this ~onventian, has 
giben us a sure direction in the struggle. We can have confi- 
: dence in this direction. We can be sure that the Convention 
has put sokid ground under our fget as we go out to do battle, 
. against all of the enemies cf human progress. We are sure that 
. this Convention has laid the foundations for a much brbader, - 
deeper, closer, more confident collaborationj a more harmoni- - 
01.15 co-working between ourselves' and our many allies in this. 
country, who -comprise the great majority of the American .- ' 
. people. We can be sure that this Convention has armed us to 
be effective workers and fighters. for closer consolidation of the' 
. great ~n~lo-soviet-American lliance which leads the United 
Nations. The- united leadership of this alliance, gives,the only , 
- -hope that exists in the world for the crystallization of a real 
'family of free, democratic nations everywhere on this earth. 
, It is true, we have not satisfied everyone. Many people will , 
express dissatisfaction with our Convention. But I think it will - 
be-found that everyone who gives a nega?tive verdict upon our 
Convention will either be thinking about it in a way -entirely 
dissociated from .our nation's task today-that is, he will be 
- thinking in terms of :his own special ideological predisposi- + 
- $ion, his prejudices or his special interests-or else he will be 
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tainted with a lack of enthusiasm for the completion of bur 
nation's tasks in this war. That is so because no one who 
, praces the victory of our nation and its allies in this war as 
the first consideration can possibly have any oth'er thought - - 
t h w  that of accepting gladly the contributions that this Con- 
vention has-made to our nation and to the Allied war effort. i 
Still, some people are ' dissatisfied, people who generally 
I 
must be classed as patriotic and as wishing to win the war. We . ' 
had, for example, this morning, in the eminent New York 
Herald Tribune, an editorial judgment upon our convention ' . 
of a very flatly negative character. The ~ e r a l d  Tribune seems' -' 
to be overwhelmed by the fact that there are still Communists - - - 
*in ~mkrica, and organized ~omniunists, even after the Corn- . 
munist Party is dissolved. The Herald Tribune a year ago .: 
editorially demanded that the Communist Party should dis- A c 
solve. AS- that time I addressed ' a letter to them publicly, 
which they printed, in which I challenged their conclusions 
' 
but offered to debate the question with them. Th'ey refused to 
discuss the question. We prpceeded to debate it on our own 
and we came to the conclusion that the Herald Tribune had , 
-been correct in recommending that the Communist Party be - 
dissolved. And with different dotives, and following a differ- 
- ent line of reasoning, we' came to the same concJusian @day ' 
- that they expressed a year -ago. - e 
Instead of being happy that they had converted us to their 
point of view, the Herald Tribune this morning expressed the F 
greatest concern: some serious danger threatens bur country; ,' L 
the ~ommbnists have taken an action which the Herald Trib- 
I 
une recommended one year ago! C I 
We had the same experience in connection with some of the - : , . .. 
bld leading figures of the New York -State American ~ a b o r  
% - ,  
Party, now the leading figures of the new ambiiious project - (; 
called the Liberal Party. Two professors, in fact doc- , 
tors of- philosophy, and therefore men with a lifetime of' - ' 
traiping in the laws of logic and the rigors of the pure intel- 
lectual processes-Dr. Counts and ]Dr. Childs-wrote a ;whole ' A _  : 
book, and published 't,- to prove the Communist Party could . 
> - 
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make only one contribution to America, and that is, tii dis- 
' solve itself. And yet, .when the Communist Party took the 
matter up in a practical fashion and proceeded to move in 
- the direction of doing precisely what the two eminent doctors 
of philosophy had proved in a learned thesis, published in hard ' 
covers, was necessary, the two learned doctors of philosophy 
immediately forgot their book. They have not mentioned it in 
six months and I understand i? has been withdrawn from sale. 
-We have no public explanation as to why they changed their - 
.- minds, but Dr. Counts and Dr. Childs, the eminent professors, 
now stand before the world as the great champions not only 
. of the right of the Communists to have their own, party, but. 
the) -insia that the Communists must have their own party1 
whether they want it or not. 
, 
a 
-:We15 as I said, we cahnot- satisfy everybody,. because the - 
moment we qy to satisfy some people and accept their pro- 
posals we find they change their minds. As a matter of fact, 
- such peopie we never try to satisfy: 
- The- only people we are real19 concerned with and pro- - 
, foundy anxious to satiify, are those we want to convince that, 1 
thodgfi our ideas may differ somewhat from theirs, .wee 
have 'the same interests. They are the people we .want to 
, convince that they and-we have to fight shoulder to shoulder 
together for these interests. We want to convince them that 
the very fact that we. think a little bit differently from them 
may' make our cooperation with them even more valuable 
I ,than if we were simple yes-men cooperating. The peopie' 
that we really want to convince-are the great mass of 
the American -people,-*the alert and intelligent workers of 
-America, the business and professional who are hon- 
estly trying to think through the problems of today and who 
are earnestly attached to the welfare of their country -as 'their 
first . . consideration. Yes, we want even ' to convince ;hat large 
nGmber and great body of professors and doctors of 
philosophy .who are badly represented by Dr. Counts and Dr.- ; 
Childs. We want to convince the capitalist8 of America that 
we z&e serious and earnest in out. proposals for a national - 
. -, . I .', 
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& 1;- - - - j  . - - - I .  unity: broad )enough to indude capital and labor. 'we wanti :-- ,,: . . * % ,  
? I .,' - - _  I 
a tp cobvince every .bonest man and woman who understands l': -T; 
.=- t h e  great crisis .through which oiir country and ,.ti16 $ 
world- i s ,  sow living, the greatest crisis of 311 histow +that. - :..; 
:'/ A~ericans must learn huw to ihink together, how ,tLo aagt : --  :, :; 
together and how to unite in a new way in order that+ this- . -'. ,; 
8 .. .&'?! 
. ' world crisis shall not repreiea a setback for our cou,ntry --and .:--; 
6 - 
A'- 
. :for. human progress. We want - guarantee. that this great. . 
\ 
- ? ,  -ordeal of -fire-these great sacrifices. that our country must, ; -/ 
P - - <  
. L 
. . :make togeeer with the other peoples of the workd toerntkgp 4 . .&:' -. . 
. 
. fiu,m-this crisis-will not be the iaevitable foravnnei of in; - ::: 
- - - . . f -  . - -rJ: 
' & ~ ' , ~ u r l d  aisis. W& want to make sure that the pfi& we - - ;. -'j 
, -, * - pgjr-for ,@e sdlution of this crisis shall bring us up ontoa p,ew4 .I-: j$ 
T-> I< 
. field of ,-hL&nan - progfkss for our cohntry and the world,.- an$ . -. 3 
%&at -i&a result of victory i i  this war we shall have pIi>@ed ',:'-.? 
, I up bpe seeds of future wars and humanity shall be lorganizkd- % ;":"-7 L .-.\ 
for :peace for generations to come. We want to guarantee tt@e,. t-7 
' - c* the ,achievement df well-being and d ~ o c r a c y  for- all withi@-. - ;. 
- - our onin countr): shall not proceed through &sis after &i&,;; ky ? -:< 
- , . and smuggle after' stkuggle, but will, be the product of 'inte1li: A. ;> : , 
~~nt.collahora~i6n of all intelligent men in America. ' iy; 
. t  - 
I .  
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. , . ~i ' think this ,is a realistic program. We are goil?g to fight*., . :.",4 , -,<, !$ 
r! :for it; we me going to welcome the - collaboration of mrfn -ipd '',%::;.z 
-'-.- -, women fr& every circle and all stratum of the h e r i c a n  pop-::,' H ...-<, = ! ~ g  -:% . . ahtion mward thig -end We are going-t~.-g~itrait& hkt if&, :;:;:2j 
k> ; .; '< 
is. [.. . - a. ::god is not achieved, it shall be clear to the 
:: I , , tespoGsibilitl . . . . . . lies-dear that -it does n6l lie :u 
: .': -or upon those. who ~ympathite -or work- 
. : *unists, but precisely upon those who bhaie 
- ;&e . . word " ~ o ~ u n i s , t "  - - .  spnonymqus , with the 
at-the +erg moment 'in history- wheo C 
-{ . - ~AM,u&E~~ the rest .of the' ivorld have proved the m 
, . -  * . d 
. ~f Am&= in @e @lacest e- pur couq 
* -  . .- 
: ?  , - gone through. - - 
-,'-; * - 
1 
r -% 
. ' - We jue convinced that thk forces of democracy 'and - 
I;?$..- - .. zed- *tclligence in Arnkrica are su&-cien tly strong to 2v ' - +&' the ultimate .triumph - of, the policy put foqh' 


